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Abstract: Most studies of liquid lubricants were carried out at temperatures below 200 °C. However, the service 

temperature of lubricants for aerospace and aeroengine has reached above 300 °C. In order to investigate    

the friction mechanism and provide data for high temperature lubrication, the friction and wear properties   

of chlorophenyl silicone oil (CPSO)-lubricated M50 steel and Si3N4 friction pairs were investigated herein. 

Ball-on-disk experimental results show that the lubrication performance of CPSO varies significantly with 

temperature. Below 150 °C, coefficient of friction (COF) remains at 0.13–0.15 after the short running-in stage   

(600 s), while the COF in the running-in stage is 0.2–0.3. At 200 °C and above, the running-in time is much 

longer (1,200 s), and the initial instantaneous maximum COF can reach 0.5. Under this condition, the COF 

gradually decreases and finally stabilizes at around 0.16–0.17 afterwards. This phenomenon is mainly due to 

the different thickness of boundary adsorption film. More importantly, the wear rate of M50 steel increases 

significantly with the temperature, while the wear rate barely changes at temperatures above 200 °C. The 

anti-wear mechanism is explained as tribochemical reactions are more likely to occur between CPSO and steel 

surface with the increased temperature, generating the FeCl2 protective film on the metal surface. Accordingly, 

FeCl2 tribochemical film improves the lubrication and anti-wear capacity of the system. At high temperatures 

(200–350 °C), FeCl2 film becomes thicker, and the contact region pressure becomes lower due to the larger wear 

scar size, so the wear rate growth of M50 steel is much smaller compared with that of low temperatures (22–150 °C). 

The main findings in this study demonstrate that CPSO lubricant has good anti-wear and lubrication capacity, 

which is capable of working under temperatures up to 350 °C. 
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1  Introduction 

Extreme working conditions such as high temperature, 

high speed, low vacuum, and high load are more likely 

to cause lubrication failure of the working interface, 

resulting in abnormal wear and even equipment 

failure [1]. These problems will significantly impact 

the reliability and lifespan of the transmission system 

and the entire machine. The key to address these 

issues lies in developing a high-temperature-resistant 

lubricant and friction subsystem, which is the core 

technology required to solve these problems. 

As a key moving part, the friction and wear of ball 

bearing at high temperatures especially above 300 °C 

are very important. From the point of view of friction 

pairs material, superalloy steel and ceramic fittings 

are used under high-temperature environments in 

the latest design. M50 as second-generation bearing 

steel has been used in the high-temperature field. 

M50 steel can maintain a hardness of over 60 HRC  
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at temperature below 315 °C [2]. Its anti-fatigue and 

anti-wear properties can be effectively enhanced by 

surface shot peening, ion implantation, et al. [3, 4]. 

In addition, Si3N4 ceramics have been widely used in 

the rolling elements of high-temperature bearings in 

the advanced industry due to their high strength & 

hardness, low density & expansion coefficient, as well 

as anti-oxidation, anti-corrosion and anti-abrasion 

properties at high temperature [5]. All-ceramic Si3N4 

balls or roller bearings (with silicon nitride rolling 

elements and rings) can operate at high temperatures. 

But for most applications, hybrid ceramic silicon nitride 

bearings can meet the demands imposed by very 

high-speed, high-temperature operation. The main 

advantage of ceramic balls is to reduce the centrifugal 

loading on the outer raceway of the bearing, by the 

lower density (3.1 g/cm3) compared to steel balls    

(8 g/cm3). This also reduces the variation of contact 

angle between inner and outer raceways and, thereby, 

the sliding which causes an increase in bearing 

operating temperature and wear of bearing elements 

[6]. However, subject to the bearing temperature of 

lubricants, the friction and wear properties of the 

Si3N4 and M50 bearing steel under high temperature 

(above 300 °C) lubricated by oil have not yet been 

systematically carried out. 

Most of the lubricants withstanding temperatures 

above 300 °C are synthetic new materials, mainly 

including modified silicone oil, perfluoropolyether 

(PFPE), fluoroether triazine, ionic liquid, and liquid 

metal [7]. All these new materials have thermal 

resistance properties. They are all outstanding    

but have particularities or defects, which limit their 

application in the field of lubrication to some specific 

occasions. PFPE has poor boundary lubrication 

performance. It is easily degraded and corrosive to 

metals, so it is mainly used in short-term service 

conditions [8]. Fluoroether triazine is easy to evaporate 

and has relatively poor fluidity at low temperatures 

[9]. Ionic liquids are corrosive to friction pairs, which 

limits their application in the field of tribology [10]. 

Gallium-based liquid metal is extremely sensitive  

to oxygen and reacts with most metals at high 

temperature [11–13]. The service temperature of 

modified silicone oil such as phenyl silicone oil can 

reach up to 300 °C [14], but its boundary lubrication 

ability is poor. Most modified silicone oils were used 

as aerospace instrument lubricants, such as turbine 

engine lubricants and bearing lubricants [15–17].  

Modified silicone oil by adding specific groups 

shows improved lubricity [18, 19]. Schiefer et al. [20, 

21] extend the utility of silicone lubricants through 

structural modifications. These modifications have 

increased the oxidation, thermal, and radiation 

resistance by high phenyl substitution. Likewise, 

the boundary lubricity and solvent resistance could 

be increased by fluoroalkyl substitution. Weng et al. 

[22] found that the chlorophenyl silicone oil (CPSO) 

and trifluorinated-propyl with methyl terminated 

silicone oil (FCPSO) show good tribological behavior 

for the steel/CuSn alloy tribological pairs. Results 

indicated the formation of FeCl2 and FeF2 during the 

sliding process, which prevents further wear and 

reduces friction. Jiang et al. [23] modified fluorosilicone 

oil by introducing chlorine atoms into the side 

chain of fluorosilicone oil to improve its lubricating 

performance. The Cl-containing fluorosilicone oil has 

good extreme pressure performance, excellent high- 

temperature oxidation stability and is non-corrosive 

to metals. Lv et al. [24] investigated the tribological 

performance of CPSO and PFPE in high-vacuum and 

irradiation environments. CPSO solid-liquid lubricating 

materials after irradiation have lower COF increments 

compared with that of PFPE. This indicates that CPSO 

has great potential in the field of high-temperature 

lubrication. 

However, the lubrication performance and 

mechanism of CPSO at high temperatures (above  

300 °C) are not clear. Most studies focus on steel-to-steel 

friction pairs using chlorophenyl silicone oil as lubricants 

under vacuum conditions or at temperatures below 

100 °C. Therefore, the investigations of CPSO on 

ceramic-to-steel lubrication at high temperatures are 

still rare and are in urgent need, the results of which 

could provide theoretical and data support for the 

next generation of high-temperature bearings and 

lubricating materials. This paper, for the first time, 

uses CPSO, Si3N4 ceramic balls, and M50 steel to 

build high-temperature lubrication and friction pairs 

system to study the high-temperature lubrication 

behavior at temperatures up to 350 °C. The tribological 

characteristics, lubrication and anti-wear mechanism 

of such a system has been revealed. Results in this 

paper provide a theoretical basis and data support 
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for the high-temperature lubricant and ceramic-to-steel 

friction pairs system. 

2 Experimental  

CPSO was commercially available from the Great 

Wall Lubricant Corporation of China. Si3N4 ball and 

M50 steel were purchased from. Sinoma Advanced 

Nitride Ceramics Co., Ltd., China. All the organic 

solvents (ethanol, petroleum ether, acetone) used in this 

work are AR grade, purchased from Aladdin Scientific 

Corp., China. Ultra-pure water with a conductivity  

of 18.2 MΩ·cm and a total organic carbon of less than 

2 ppb was used as the solvent water.  

2.1 Tribological test 

In order to explore the friction and wear and 

performance of CPSO lubricant under different 

temperatures, tribological tests were performed by 

using high-temperature reciprocating friction and 

wear tester (SRV-4, Optimal, Germany, ASTM D5707-19) 

to evaluate the friction and wear behavior in the sliding 

motion [25]. Tribology experiments were carried out 

on optimal SRV-4 as exemplified in Fig. 1(a). The upper 

Si3N4 ceramic ball (diameter, 10.3 mm; Ra = 3 nm) of 

the SRV-4 tester slides reciprocally against the lower 

stationary M50 steel discs (Φ24 mm × 7.88 mm, Ra = 

13 nm). Before the test, all the M50 specimens were 

polished progressively to 1200# using sandpaper. All 

the tests were conducted at the frequency of 50 Hz 

with a corresponding stroke length of 1 mm and 

sliding time of 60 min under 30 N applied load 

(Hertz contact pressure 1.607 GPa). Before the friction 

and wear test, 100 μL of the lubricant was introduced 

to the ball–disc contact area. The experimental 

temperature ranges from 22 to 350 °C. All the 

parameters and coefficient of friction (COF) will  

be recorded automatically once the experiment is 

finished. All experiments were repeated at least three 

times to ensure the accuracy. The used CPSO of each 

test was collected for analysis after the experiment. 

M50 steel discs and Si3N4 ball were ultrasonically 

cleaned sequentially with petroleum ether, acetone, 

and ethanol for 5 min, respectively. They were dried 

and stored to analyze the surface morphology and 

composition of the wear scar afterwards.  

 

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic diagram of optimal SRV-4 and molecular 
structures of CPSO: (b) ball-and-stick model and (c) formula. 

2.2 Characterization 

The viscosity of CPSO at different temperatures was 

measured using a rheometer (MCR301, Aaton paar, 

Austria). The hardness of M50 steel at different 

temperatures was tested by an electromechanical 

hardness testing machine (ZONG-DE, China). The 

surrounding environment of high temperature hardness 

testing was filled with Ar (99.9% purity) as protective 

atmosphere. Both the oxygen content and water vapor 

content were maintained at 0.1 ppm in the glove 

box. With 5 °C/min heating rate and 1 kg stress force, 

3 data were recorded at each testing temperature by 

calculating the diagonal length of square holes on  

the M50 surface. During the whole experiment, the 

pressure in the glove box was maintained at 120 Pa 

higher than the indoor pressure. The wear scar size 

(WSS) of Si3N4 balls and M50 steel discs were measured 

by an optical microscope (VHX600, Keyence, Japan) 

after each tribology test. The surface morphology of 

the wear scars on both M50 steel discs and Si3N4 

ball and their wear volume loss were measured and 

calculated by the white light interferometer (New view 

8300, Zygo, US). Fourier transform infrared spectra 

(FTIR, Nicolet ncxus 670, Madison, US) of CPSO 

before and after the tribological test were recorded in 

the range of 4,000–650 cm-1. The micro-topography of 

the wear scars was observed using a scanning electron 

microscope (SEM, Quanta 200, FEI, US) equipped with 
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energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS, Genesis 

xm-2, EDAX, US). X-ray photoelectron spectrometer 

(XPS, Quantera II, Ulvac-phi, US) analysis was carried 

out with Al-Ka radiation as the exciting source. XPS 

was used to identify the chemical composition of the 

wear scars during the sliding process.  

3 Results and discussion 

Figure 1 shows the molecular structure of CPSO. In 

the molecular structure of CPSO, a certain methyl 

group in the silicone oil molecule is replaced by a 

chlorophenyl group. The viscosity change of CPSO as 

a function of temperatures and the relationship 

between the viscosity logarithm and the reciprocal 

temperature of CPSO are shown in Fig. 2. The activation 

energy is calculated by the viscosity–temperature 

relationship fitted by the Arrhenius equation which 

is shown in Fig. 2. When the temperature increases 

from 22 to 150 °C, the viscosity of CPSO decreases by 

87.54% (58.99 mPa·s). When the temperature is above 

150 °C, the viscosity of CPSO is only 6.06 mPa·s. The 

silicon atom in the tetrahedron has a large atomic 

volume and the long bond length and large bond 

angle of Si–O–Si. The methyl group directly connected 

to it can rotate completely freely, which allows the 

change in viscosity with temperature [26]. Silicone oil 

can be spirally curled in the liquid state, which in 

turn unloads a large part of the intermolecular force, 

so the intermolecular force is very small [27]. The 

above regulates the viscosity changes of CPSO with 

temperature, so the change in viscosity will be much 

lower than that of other lubricating oils. The calculated 

viscosity flow activation energy is also higher than 

that of other liquid lubricants, which also proves that 

CPSO has better viscosity–temperature performance 

[28]. This characteristic viscosity will further affect 

the lubricating performance of CPSO hereinafter. 

Figure 3 shows the hardness of M50 steel at different 

temperatures from 22 to 350 °C. As the temperature 

increases, the hardness of M50 steel drops by 7.15% 

which is consistent with the data described in the 

literature [29]. Although the hardness has decreased, 

it still maintains a high level above 60 HRC. Those 

indicate the M50 steel has big potential to show good 

anti-wear performance at high temperature. The Si3N4 

ball could retain invariant high-level hardness (78 HRC) 

even at 1,000 °C [6]. 

3.1 Tribological performance  

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the changes of COF 

between 22 and 350 °C. The COF in Fig. 4(c) shows 

distinct changes in the high-temperature range (above 

150 °C) and the low-temperature range (below 150 °C). 

When the temperature is below 150 °C, after the 

initial running-in (600 s) period, the COF is stable at 

0.13–0.15. When the temperature is above 150 °C, the 

running-in time is obviously longer (1,200 s), and the 

COF after running-in is unstable, gradually decreases, 

and finally stabilizes at 0.16–0.17. The running-in 

stage is mainly affected by the viscosity effect of 

boundary adsorption film. At the temperature is 

below 150 °C, CPSO molecules shrink into a spring 

state [26]. The boundary film is thick due to the 

relatively high viscosity. The wear between the 

friction pair is slight due to the boundary film being  

 
Fig. 2 (a) Viscosity results of CPSO at different temperatures and (b) the relationship between the viscosity logarithm and the
reciprocal temperature of CPSO, η is the viscosity (Pa·s), A is the intercept constant, T is the temperature (K), R is the gas constant 
(kJ/(mol·K)), Eη is the activation energy (kJ/mol). 
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Fig. 3 Hardness of M50 steel at different temperatures. 

 

Fig. 4 (a) Frictional curves from 22 to 150 °C, (b) the frictional 
curves from 200 to 350 °C, and (c) COF at different 
temperatures. 

thicker. As a result, it is easier and faster to obtain a 

uniform surface, which is the end of the running-in 

process [30, 31]. And when the temperature is above 

150 °C, CPSO molecules are stretched, which makes 

the viscosity of CPSO decrease, to form a thinner 

boundary film. Combined with the severe wear, it is 

difficult to get a stable uniform surface. Therefore, 

the running-in period will be much longer due to the 

thinner film and severe wear [32]. 

Figure 5 shows the size of the wear scar by optical 

microscope. The WSS of M50 steel discs grows rapidly 

with temperature below 150 °C, but it remains slightly 

changed when the temperature is above 150 °C. 

Figure 6 shows the topography and depth profiles of 

wear scar at different temperatures. This can be also 

found in depth profiles shown in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c), 

that depth in the X direction and Y direction below 

150 °C is less than 3 μm, which exceeds 6 μm when 

the temperature is above 150 °C.  

The wear volume of balls and discs was measured 

by the white light interferometer. The calculated 

wear rate is shown in Fig. 7. It can be clearly seen 

that the wear rate of M50 disc has an inflection point 

at 150 °C. The wear rate increases by 954.9%, from 

1.91 × 10-8 mm3/(N·m) at 22 °C to 2.01 × 10-7 mm3/(N·m) 

at 150 °C. But the increment of wear rate slows 

down at higher temperatures. It changes from 3.61 × 

10-7 mm3/(N·m) at 200 °C to 4.36 × 10-7 mm3/(N·m) at 

350 °C which increases by only 20.7%. 

Figure 8 shows the topography of Si3N4 balls and  

X and Y depth profiles of wear scar at different 

temperatures. The depth in both X and Y direction 

increase with temperatures ranging from 22 to 250 °C. 

The depth of wear scar at 300 and 350 °C are smaller 

than that at 250 °C. The calculated wear rate of Si3N4 

ball scars is shown in Fig. 9. It is obvious that under 

low-temperature conditions, the wear rate increases 

by 756.4%, from 1.10 × 10-8 mm3/(N·m) at 22 °C to  

8.32 × 10-8 mm3/(N·m) at 150 °C. However, the   

wear rate significantly reduces by 29.5%, from 1.02 × 

10-7 mm3/(N·m) at 250 °C to 7.19 × 10-8 mm3/(N·m) at  

350 °C. The depth profiles of wear scar of Si3N4 ball 

shows similar variation tendency. The only difference 

between M50 steel disc and Si3N4 ball is the wear rate 

at high temperatures. The wear rate of Si3N4 ball at 

temperatures above 250 °C starts to decrease. This is 

because the service temperature of M50 steel discs 

is 315 °C, while the hardness of Si3N4 ceramic remains 

stable at temperatures up to 1,000 °C. The slight 

plastic deformation of steel would be helpful to the 

formation of larger WSS on M50 discs. However, the 

effect of plastic deformation of steel on wear rate due 

to thermal softening of M50 steel as well as oxidation 

of steel at high temperatures is insignificant, which 

can be seen in the reference [33]. 
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Fig. 7 Wear rate of M50 steel discs at different temperatures. 

Even the wear rate of M50 steel disc under high 

temperature is still almost 2.2–22.8 times higher than 

those below 150 °C, the change in wear rate between 

high temperatures is only 20.7%. This means that 

the wear rate of M50 steel and Si3N4 ceramic barely 

changes when temperatures are above 150 °C. The 

inflection point at 150 °C is mainly caused by two 

reasons. One is the lubrication film formed between 

friction pairs. The other is the decreased contact 

pressure due to the enlarged WSS [34]. The results 

indicated that CPSO can provide long-term effective 

lubrication even when the temperature is up to   

350 °C. 

3.2 CPSO lubrication mechanism 

In order to explore the change of chemical bonds 

and functional organic groups of CPSO before and 

after tribological tests, the used CPSO was collected 

and used for infrared spectral characterization and 

the fresh CPSO was used as the control sample. The 

CPSO shows stretching vibration absorption peaks of 

functional groups such as C–Cl (705 cm-1), Ph-phenyl 

(1,400–1,600 cm-1), Si–O–Si (1,060 cm-1), Si–O (1,260 cm-1), 

and Si–OH (3,628 cm-1), as shown in Fig. 10 [35, 36]. 

The absorption peaks at 1,260, 1,060, and 809 cm-1 are 

significantly higher than those at 250 and 150 °C, 

which represent Si–O, Si–O–Si and Si–CH3 bonds 

respectively. The oil after tribological tests shows an 

obviously wider absorption peak at 3,164 cm-1, which 

is the vibration absorption peak of the –OH. Another 

wide absorption peak at 3,451 cm-1 appears, which is  

 

Fig. 5 Wear scar size of M50 steel discs at (a) 22 °C, (b) 60 °C (c) 100 °C, (d) 150 °C, (e) 200 °C, (f) 250 °C, (g) 300 °C, (h) 350 °C

by 100× optical microscope. 

 

Fig. 6 (a) Topography of M50 steel discs, (b) X and (c) Y depth profiles of wear scar at different temperatures. 
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Fig. 9 Wear rate of Si3N4 balls at different temperatures. 

the vibration absorption peak of the intermolecular 

hydrogen bonding of –OH group [37]. The –OH group 

should be the methyl functional groups produced 

under high temperature during the abrasion such as 

methanol, formaldehyde, and formic acid [26]. It is 

likely that part of the CPSO functional groups have 

been oxidized to form other cracking products with 

the –OH group. 

To reveal the effects of temperature on tribology 

performance of CPSO lubrication, the morphology 

of the worn surfaces was observed using SEM, as   

 

Fig. 10 Infrared spectra of fresh CPSO and CPSO after 
tribological tests at 350, 250, and 150 °C. 

shown in Figs. 11(a)–11(d). The wear tracks lubricated 

by CPSO have characteristic grooves oriented parallel 

to the sliding direction observed. Differences in the 

furrow of worn surfaces could be seen when the 

temperature is different. Furrows on the surface of 

samples are neat and clean at 22 to 150 °C. There are 

almost no residuals on the surface. The obvious 

furrows and few abrasive particles indicating the 

occurrence of adhesive wear and abrasive wear during 

the friction process. When the temperature is above 

 

Fig. 8 (a) Surface topography of Si3N4 balls, (b) depth topography of Si3N4 balls, (c) X and (d) Y depth profiles of wear scar at 
different temperatures. 
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150 °C, grinding pits, irregular particles and sawtooth 

furrows could be observed on the surface. When the 

temperature becomes even higher, a large amount of 

material is removed from the contact area and more 

severe abrasive wear occurs. This could explain the 

jitter of the COF curve. 

The EDS results would be helpful to identify 

where these particles come from. The EDS results  

of Figs. 11(g)–11(j) show these particles and their 

elemental compositions on the wear scar surface 

lubricated by CPSO after 60 min. The element 

distribution of two rectangular areas marked 1 (surface) 

and 2 (bottom) in Figs. 11(g) and 11(h) show different 

Si content. The higher content of Si (6.07%) at the surface 

compared with Si (2.33%) at the bottom indicates the 

presence of CPSO is much more on the wear track 

bottom. The EDS results of regular particles in Fig. 11(i) 

are C (38.43%), Si (13.74%), Cl (2.31%), and O (45.47%), 

and no Fe had been detected. The EDS results of 

irregular particles in Fig. 11(j) show that the Fe content 

is as high as 76.5%. Based on the analysis above, it can 

be speculated that some regular-shaped particles in 

the wear scar are high-temperature cracking products 

of CPSO, while the irregular particles are M50 inorganic 

particles produced by corrosion or fracture. 

SEM results indicate that the corrosive reactions 

with iron during the sliding process produce such a 

black substance, which might be ferric chloride. XPS 

analysis was used to further clarify the chemical states 

of the typical elements on wear scar surface lubricated 

by CPSO. Figure 12 shows the XPS spectra of Fe 2p, 

Cl 2p, and Si 2p on the worn surface of the discs. The 

Fe 2p peak at 711.2 and 710.2 eV can be identified as 

Fe2O3 and FeCl2. The Cl 2p peak at 198.5 and 200.0 eV 

 

Fig. 11 SEM morphology results of M50 steel discs at different temperatures: (a) 60 °C, (b) 150 °C, (c) 250 °C, (d) 350 °C, (e) regular 
particles at 250 °C, (f) irregular particles at 250 °C, EDS results of (g) 1# area, (h) 2# area, (i) regular particle, (j) irregular particle. 

 

Fig. 12 XPS spectra at 350 °C of (a) Fe 2p, (b) Cl 2p and (c) Si 2p on worn surface of M50 steel discs. 
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can be identified as FeCl2 and organic chlorine fragment 

of –PhCln in CPSO. The peak of Si 2p appears at  

102.4 eV, such binding energy belongs to O–Si–(CH3)3 

of CPSO [22]. 

Together with the SEM and XPS results, it can be 

concluded that CPSO was firstly adsorbed on the 

surface of M50 steel disc and Si3N4 ball to form 

adsorption oil film. As the sliding process continues, 

the complex tribochemical reaction between CPSO 

adsorption film and M50 surface will occur to form 

the FeCl2 film under the generated extreme pressure 

and heat. This tribochemical film prevents further 

wear. 

According to the above analysis, the mechanism 

of tribological performance of Si3N4 ball on M50 

steel disc lubricated by CPSO is illustrated in Fig. 13. 

In the beginning, CPSO molecules are adsorbed on 

the surface of Si3N4 ball on M50 steel disc to form the 

adsorption film [32]. When the temperature is below 

150 °C, CPSO molecules shrink into a spring state. 

The boundary film is thick due to the relatively  

high viscosity. Clear furrows indicate that the wear 

mechanisms here are adhesive wear and abrasive wear, 

with adhesive wear dominated. As the temperature 

increases over 150 °C, CPSO molecules are stretched, 

which makes the viscosity of CPSO decrease. The wear 

between friction pair is more severe, the fracture of 

M50 generates inorganic irregular particles and the  

cracking of CPSO generates organic regular particles. 

With the increment of abrasive particles, the dominated 

mechanism changes from adhesive wear to abrasive 

wear. Furthermore, these two particles mentioned 

above will increase as the temperature change from 

150 to 350 °C, which is helpful to the formation of 

FeCl2 protective film. The thicker FeCl2 film will 

further reduce the wear rate at high temperatures by 

improving wear resistance and load-bearing capacity. 

The lower contact pressure due to the increased  

WSS will also reduce the load on the boundary film. 

Therefore, the thicker FeCl2 protective film and the 

reduced pressure within the contact region are main 

reasons for the decrease in the wear rate growth of 

M50 disc. 

4 Conclusions 

In this study, the tribological performance and 

lubrication mechanism of high-temperature liquid 

lubricant that can be used at 350 °C is reported for 

the first time. Results in this paper provide reliable 

supporting data for the construction of a M50-to-Si3N4 

friction pair system using fluid CPSO lubricant for 

long-time and high-temperature service conditions. 

The experimental temperature increases from 22 

to 350 °C and CPSO exhibits interesting temperature- 

dependent lubrication law. Below 150 °C, COF remains  

 

Fig. 13 Schematic diagrams of the tribology mechanism of CPSO: (a) overall schematic of Si3N4 ball and M50 steel disc, (b) microscopic 
schematic of contact area, (c) microscopic schematic of uncontacted area, (d) CPSO molecule at high temperature, and (e) CPSO molecule 
at low temperature. 
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stable at 0.13–0.15 after the initial running-in stage 

(600 s), while the COF in the running-in stage is in the 

range of 0.2–0.3. At 150 °C and above, the running-in 

time is much longer (1,200 s), and the instantaneous 

maximum value of COF can reach about 0.5. Under 

this condition, the COF gradually decreases and finally 

stabilizes at around 0.16–0.17 after the running-in 

stage. The different running-in period time is mainly 

due to the thickness of boundary adsorption film. 

The wear rate of M50 increases more than 954.9% at 

temperatures below 150 °C, while the wear rate growth 

slows down only about 20.7% at temperatures above 

200 °C, indicating the as-built lubrication system has 

good anti-wear capability at high temperatures up to 

350 °C. 

The possible mechanistic explanation is that the 

complex tribochemical reactions between CPSO 

adsorption film and M50 surface will occur to form 

the FeCl2 film. This protective film is generated on 

the metal surface to improve the anti-wear capacity. 

Irregular inorganic particles and regular organic 

particles generate more at the friction pair interface 

during the temperature increases from 150 to 350 °C, 

which contributes to the formation of FeCl2 

tribochemical reaction film. At high temperatures 

(200–350 °C), the anti-wear and load-bearing capacity 

of the boundary film has been improved, as the 

formed FeCl2 productive film keeps getting thicker. 

The decreased pressure within the contact region will 

also reduce the load on the boundary film due to the 

increased WSS. As a result, the wear rate growth of 

M50 steel has an inflection point at 150 °C. 

This main finding demonstrates that CPSO as a 

lubricant is capable of working under conditions at 

350 °C, while most other lubricants will fail once 

the temperature exceeds 300 °C. Results in this paper 

provide a theoretical basis and data support for the 

high temperature lubricant and ceramic-to-steel friction 

pairs system. 
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